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Gina Beavers’ Sculptural Paintings Tackle the
Formation of Self-Identity Through Social
Media
SEPTEMBER 30, 2020

S

Influenced by makeup and food selfies found on Instagram
and YouTube, Gina Beaver’s current solo exhibition, World
War Me is on view at the Marianne Boesky Gallery in New
York until 17 October.

atirizing society’s obsession with beauty trends and food selfies, Gina

Beavers showcases a body of work that investigates the online

experience, which she describes as scrolling through major global

events and personal life concerns (like photos of a friend’s dog) at the same

time. The show’s title is inspired by a meme of the popular show Sex and the

City, where protagonist Carrie Bradshaw says to the camera, “And as our country

entered World War III, I couldn’t help but wonder–is it time to focus on World

War Me?” In her new solo show, Beavers demonstrates the ways in which we are

at war with the negotiation of these two social media extremes, one that

highlights our relationship with current events, and the other that highlights

our preoccupation of the self.

Her artworks take the form of both large-scale and intimate three-dimensional

paintings. Thick layers of paint and foam allow Beavers to create a multi-

dimensional experience through her work and to achieve a specific kind of

photorealism that resonates with the common visual experience of Instagram

images. By scrolling through YouTube, Instagram, and other social media apps

as part of her artistic process and research, Beavers chooses images that

intrigue, amuse, and please her, to then recreate through the medium of paint.

She fuses together the themes of toxic consumerism and the obsession of self-

portrayal through social media to highlight the seductive qualities of Instagram

and the infatuation with constantly-evolving online trends.

How and when did you become interested in art and want to
be a professional artist?

My mom was an Artist and an art teacher and always had a studio in our home,

and we did a lot of Art. But it wasn’t until I was struggling in Pre-Med in college

that I finally took a formal art course and that was it, I dropped out of Pre-Med

and decided to major in Art.

At what point in your career did you decide to focus your
body of work on images found on Instagram, YouTube, and
other online sources?

I don’t know if it was ever a conscious decision, but when I got my Iphone in

2010, all of my looking went into my phone. Previously I had looked at the real

world around me for inspiration and at that point, it became solely the online

world.

Your paintings take on a beautiful sculptural quality because
of the thickness and texture of the way that you paint. Do you
see your works more as paintings, sculptures, or a mix of the
two when you are working to create a specific experience for
your viewer?

I am really in love with paint, and the process and the obsession with paint is at

the heart of these. I also love relief sculpture, I love the idea of outsider artists

who create reliefs out of different mediums, it’s a kind of in between territory

that I like connecting to.

Describe your studio space. What do you need in your studio
to make your creation process enjoyable for you?

So I’m actually in the process of moving into a big space, all on the first floor,

with a garage door and parking, which is exciting! Because of the nature of my

work and the fact that it has to lie down horizontally to dry, the more square

footage the better! Beyond that, I like to listen to huge numbers of audiobooks

and true crime and comedy podcasts.

A lot of your works play with the visualization of beauty
products, specifically the ways in which makeup is used and
showcased on social media nowadays. How has your work
changed the way that you think about the beauty industry?

It’s interesting, as make-up has gotten bigger and bigger, I’ve realized what an

important role it plays in helping people construct a self, particularly in trans

and drag communities. I don’t normally wear a lot of make-up myself, but I like

the idea of the process of applying make-up standing in for the process of self-

determination, the idea of ‘making yourself ’ .

Can you tell us about your current show in New York, World
War Me, at the Marianne Boesky Gallery, and what the title
of the show signifies?

The title has a double meaning for me, one it describes the many bodies of

work I’m showing, so the idea that I am at war with myself as a painter. Two, it

describes this general feeling of experiencing life online, where huge global

events can sit next to more personal concerns, like a friend’s baby. We’re just

constantly negotiating these two extremes on social media.

The works included in World War Me are a mixture of pieces
based on beauty products and food. Do you think of these
two subjects in a similar way or as two separate subject
matters?

I think of them as fairly different but what they do have in common is the

community of creative people who post tutorials or post food porn, and the

desire to make a connection with the viewer.

How do you select the images you want to recreate in your
artistic style? Do you follow any Instagram or Youtube
accounts specifically to stay up to date with “food porn” and
makeup trends that inspire your work?

More and more I’m following face painters over make-up tutorials. Artists such

as @cakefacerj or @designdain. For food pieces, the images are constantly

evolving, as foodie culture evolves and as people globally get more and more

involved with Instagram. I still find really surprising, interesting things on the

foodporn hashtag!

Have you seen any new Instagram, Youtube, or social media
trends that you have considered making into a body of work?
Or even influence from Tik Tok or other new social media
apps that have become extremely popular in the last year?

I’m really interesting in the communal aspect of Tik Tok, where families do

dances together, people pair up to sing duets, it’s really cool, I haven’t really

crystallized anything concrete but I like thinking about the attitudes that

motivate a platform and the ways those might translate to painting. Someone

described my paintings as thirsty or wanting to be liked and I think that speaks

to the attitude inherent in apps like Instagram.

What is your favorite beauty trend of all time?

Well, that is really tough! I have jumped on a bunch of beauty trends over the

years, many to disastrous effect (hello over-plucked eyebrows!:)), but maybe a

timeless one I used to do in third grade and am all set to return to again,

crimping my hair! I just ordered a crimping iron, after seeing Rachel McAdams’

hair in Eurovision, what can I say, I never get over 80/s trends I guess!
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Art Basel OVR:2020 was only live to the public for 24 hours,
so we have rounded up our top picks by women artists below
in case you missed it.

rt Basel launched OVR:2020, its inaugural Online Viewing Room, on

September 23. This Art Basel edition was dedicated to showing 600

works made in 2020. Self-isolation has propelled artists to

contemplate new perspectives, articulate unexpected connections, and propose

new ways of interpreting the world around us. These works, born of the

unfamiliarity of 2020, are drawn from nature, technology, and culture.

Collectively, these works suggest an expansion of the inner world—an embrace

of slowing down, observing, and reflecting.  

In the absence of the effervescent crowds and champagne, one could arguably

have an even more intimate experience with the artworks. Upon entering a

gallery’s virtual viewing room, one can truly be alone with the art, each

accompanied by a detailed description and price. As the art industry transforms

to expand into the digital world, we are seeing an increase in price transparency,

as well as a decrease in carbon footprint at virtual fairs. So while we eagerly wait

for the return of physical art fairs, we can nevertheless appreciate the silver

linings of viewing art from the cloud. 

 Alicja Kwade  |  Kamel Mennour 

Alicja Kwade’s extraordinary sculpture, MatterMotion, reflects on time,

perception, and physics. The mirrored nature of the installation blurs the line

between reality and the subconscious, bringing to light the importance of in-

depth self reflection. 

Alicja Kwade  |  König Galerie
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Gina Beavers, Passo a Passo (2020). Courtesy of the artist and Marianne Boesky Gallery.

Gina Beavers, The Artist’s Lips With Pollock, Kelly, and Kline (2020). Courtesy of the artist and Marianne Boesky
Gallery.

Gina Beavers, Bondage Lips (2020). Courtesy of the artist and Marianne Boesky Gallery.

Installation Views. Courtesy of the artist and Marianne Boesky Gallery.

Gina Beavers, Smoky Eye Every Step (2020). Courtesy of the artist and Marianne Boesky Gallery.
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Gina Beavers, American Flag Sponge Butt Cake (2020). Courtesy of the artist and Marianne Boesky Gallery.

Gina Beavers, Pink Lips on Lips (2020). Courtesy of the artist and Marianne Boesky Gallery.

Gina Beavers, I Voted (2020). Courtesy of the artist and Marianne Boesky Gallery.
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Alicja Kwade, MatterMotion, 2020. Powder-coated steel, stone. 236.2 x 204.0 x 37.3 (inch). USD 250,001 –
USD 500,000.
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Presented by three different galleries at Art Basel OVR:2020, Alicja Kwade is

undeniably making waves in the art world and an important artist to watch. In

this stunning sculpture, she uses a fossilized tree trunk as a starting point.

Through a seven-step transformation, the natural, organic structure finds its

final form in a man-made bronze bowl. The sculpture poses the question of

identity in relation to different states of being and explores the concept of

multiple realities. If the same atoms know how to form different structures at

different points in time, could everything also be perceived as the same?

Rita Ackermann  | Hauser & Wirth Gallery 

This lyrical painting belongs to Ackermann’s Mama Series, in which repeated

imagery is often combined with vivid swathes of colour, giving her work a

complex visual component that oscillates between abstraction and figuration.

Her use of oil and china marker makes her figure’s lines and gestures appear

more intimate to the viewer. In this work, the female figure unfolds upon what

looks like a musical score, echoing the colour harmonies that throb across the

picture plane. 

Tacita Dean | Frifth Street Gallery 

Tacita Dean’s works give life to specimen trees, such as the Jacaranda flower tree

in this work. Blooming from a ghostly Los Angeles street, the tree seemingly

communicates its isolation to the viewer.  Study for Purgatory (Threshold) is a

study for one of the sets designed by Dean for The Dante Project, a

collaboration with the choreographer Wayne McGregor, which was due to be

performed at the Royal Opera House in London in May this year. The

performances were cancelled due to current circumstances but are being

rescheduled for 2021.

Lee Bul  |  Lehmann Maupin

Perdu XXXIX is part of Lee Bul’s Perdu series, named after the French word

that translates to ‘lost.’ In her Perdu works, Lee Bul blends together forms that

are vividly yet delicately rendered in natural and inorganic material such as

mother of pearl, velvet, and acrylic paint. The fragmented forms in this series

are presented as hauntingly beautiful creatures. In this new work, Lee Bul offers

the viewer an opportunity to contemplate the current state of the world

through a fragmented vision of the future. 

Sarah Sze  |  Tanya Bonakdar

Through a complex constellation of colours and images, Sze expands upon the

never-ending stream of visual narratives that inundate us daily—from

magazines and newspapers, television and iPhones, to cyberspace and outer

space. This work looks like a cracked iPhone screen, or a portal into another

universe. Ultimately, Sze’s works alter our understanding of time, place, and

memory by stimulating our senses, through which we comprehend the physical

world around us.

Donna Huanca  |  Peres Projects

Donna Huanca puts a feminist spin on Yves Klein’s blue nude models. Infusing

pigment with performance, she paints the skin of her nude models to create

both mesmerizing paintings and exhilarating choreography. The pulsing rhythm

of her sensual works explores the fluidity and complexity of femininity, offering

the viewer a multisensory experience. 

Heike-Karin Föll  |  Campoli Presti

Constructivist bow (2020) illustrates the artist’s interest in female Constructivist

artists. While engaged with gender issues, Föll does not attempt to promote a

particular gaze or a specific body discourse, but rather seeks to explore their

volatility through fluid forms and configurations.

Tschabalala Self  |  Galeria Eva Presenhuber 

Tschabalala Self paints figures who she refers to as ‘avatars,’ giving them the

duality of a digital-aged character that is at once tied to tradition through her

handmade process. Self ’s collaged characters seem to emerge from personal

exploration of identity. While bodies with exaggerated curves in patterned

fabrics are discordantly combined with simplified features, her characters

ultimately stand before the viewer with undeniable power and presence. 

Martha Jungwirth  |  Galerie Krinzinger

Martha Jungwirth’s painting process emerges from a combination of intuitive

spontaneity and control of her aesthetic principles. The energetic, gestural,

colourful marks on her paintings mirror her fluttering inner emotions and

memories, documenting the raw reaction to her sudden impulses. Martha

Jungwirth’s characteristic compositions offer an elegant insight into her

elasticity of spirit, which reveals itself through her explosive, gestural style, as

well as her hedonistic, poetic colours.
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Claudia is an art editor and curator based in London. While working at Christie’s,

she developed and executed strategic partnerships with luxury brands such as

Chanel and Bottega Veneta. Through cultivating brand alignment between art and

fashion, she was able to integrate her knowledge and passion for both industries.

She received her Master's Degree in Art, Law, and Business from Christie's

Education, and her Bachelor's Degree in International Relations from Stanford

University. Originally from Hong Kong, she speaks Cantonese, Mandarin, and

French.
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Alicja Kwade, EMERGENZ, 2020. Mirrors, stainless steel, concrete, granite, marble, sodalite, copper coated
bronze, bronze. 42.1 x 187.8 x 28.3 (inch). EUR 320,000.

Rita Ackermann, Mama Study 16, 2020. Oil and China marker on paper. 22 × 30 (inch). Courtesy of the Artist
and Hauser & Wirth. 

Tacita Dean, Study for Purgatory (Threshold), 2020. Coloured pencil on Fuji Velvet paper mounted on paper.
25.6 x 30.3 x 1.6 (inch).

Lee Bul, Perdu XXXIX, 2020. Mother of pearl, acrylic paint on wooden base panel, steel frame. 74.6 x 32.8
(inch). USD 100,001 – USD 250,000.

Sarah Sze, Perfect Likeness, 2020. Oil paint, acrylic paint, acrylic polymers, ink, aluminum, archival paper,
diamond and wood. 54.0 x 36.0 x 2.5 (inch). USD 125,000.

Donna Huanca, TIRADA PLASTIKA, 2020. Oil, sand on digital print on canvas. 70.9 x 108.3 (inch). USD
50,001 – USD 100,000.

Heike-Karin Föll, Heike-Karin Föll, Constructivist bow, 2020. Oil, lacquer, eggtempera, chinese ink on linen. 63.0 x 55.1 (inch).
USD 15,000.

Tschabalala Self, Lil Mama 2, 2020. Fabric, craft paper, tulle, dyed canvas. 67.9 x 50.0 (inch). USD 100,001 –
USD 250,000.

Martha Jungwirth, Untitled, 2019-2020. Oil on paper on canvas. 90.0 x 47.6 (inch). EUR 100,000. 
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